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Abstract
Purpose: The purpose of the article is to present both theoretical and practical basis for cybersecurity in electronic banking in Poland during the COVID-19 pandemic. During this period a major reorganisation of IT solutions occurred, which allowed to extend the range of online products and services offered both to bank customers and employees. As our life is more and more dependent on digital technologies, cyber attacks have become more costly and more dangerous. Driven by dynamic technological development regulations have changed, which resulted in cybersecurity becoming a key priority in financial institutions.
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All the more so because the rapid technological development has been followed by more and more advanced techniques used by criminals searching for easy financial profits.

Methodology: The paper uses the method of literature review - mostly electronic sources, descriptive and comparative analyses.

Findings: From customers’ perspective, the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on cybersecurity in electronic banking in Poland may be recognized as negative. The years 2020-2021 brought a dynamic growth in the number of digital banking customers, especially mobile banking. In those years financial institutions recorded an enormous increase in online payments, which was the result of strong, forced by the pandemic, surge in sales in E-commerce. At the same time, there was a sharp rise in the crime rate targeted at banks, but most of all, at bank customers. While the security of the very financial institutions remained unthreatened, there was an explosion in the number of cybercrimes targeted at E-banking users, with the losses giving dozens of millions PLN in total. That is reflected by the data provided by the National Bank of Poland, numerous complaints to the Financial Ombudsman, the Office of Competition and Consumer Protection, as well as the police investigations.

Practical implications: The analysis of relations between theoretical and practical bases of cybersecurity in E-banking in Poland during the COVID-19 pandemic is a key factor for financial institutions. Cybercrime undermines customers’ trust in E-channels and therefore negatively influences how banks are perceived, the level of the users’ activity in digital channels, and consequently, activity and sales in E-channels. Besides the image and financial risks, banks need to take into consideration the increase in reputation, operation and legal risks. On these grounds, it is possible for state organisations and financial institutions to develop professional education concerning cybersecurity, not only for E-banking customers, but for the whole society.
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Introduction

E-banking allows to manage completely both personal and business finances. With a use of a computer or a smartphone, it takes bank customers just a few minutes to open a bank account, apply for complex deposit and credit products. All these operations can be carried out either by the customers themselves, or with remote support of bank staff via a video conference or a text chat. Using chatbots for simple operations is becoming more and more common. A chatbot is a software application designed to conduct an online conversation with a human in a natural language. Chatbots, in a programmed and self-learning way, automate customer support and handle frequently asked customers’ questions. In most cases, not only can E-channels replace conventional departments, but also offer a range of additional e-services which are not available in traditional distribution. More and more banks are announcing plans for digitalizing processes of purchasing and servicing more complex products, e.g. the process of granting mortgages. Customers are quickly getting used to purchasing other financial products like insurance, leasing, factoring, but also products which are more loosely related to finances, such as bus tickets, parking fees, motorway tolls, or gift-cards. All these operations are more and more frequently performed with a smartphone, which in many cases, has become the main distribution channel, as can be contributed to sales of more than a half basic financial products. Smartphones, and even intelligent watches are more and more replacing traditional, plastic paycards.

The rapid development of E-banking is a result of trying to increase the effectiveness measured by, standard for a bank sector, financial indicators – ROA (return on equity) and ROE (return on assets). It is also one of the main factors which influences the universal for all sectors measure of costs level (C/I – Cost to Income). It shows the relation between income and the cost of acquiring that income. Both natural and supported adoptions of E-channels allow to reduce costs quickly, which in the service sector is connected mainly with staff costs. Therefore, the more customers use e-banking, mobile banking and paycards, the more bank branches are closed. This phenomenon is mostly observed in Western Europe, but pandemic increased the pace of this process, which has been in progress since the beginning of 21st century [DW, 08.06.2021].

The worldwide phenomenon of adopting e-banking by retail customers and MSP appears both in Poland and European Union, which is reflected by statistic data. While at the end of 2006 in Poland there were 4.3 million of e-banking users [Związek Banków Polskich, 2010, p. 5], in the second quarter of 2022 the number of users was five times bigger – over 21.6 million! [Związek Banków Polskich, 2022, p. 6]. Over those 16 years another technological revolution emerged. During this time an absolutely new
channel of bank distribution appeared – mobile banking using mobile applications. In 2006, customers generally did not use mobile phones for bank services. The first mobile application was introduced in Poland in 2009 by now-defunct Raiffeisen Bank Polska [Macierzyński, 06.03.2009]. The application worked only for certain telephones, those operating on system Symbian OS or MS Windows Mobile. Along with the rapid growth in the number of smartphones, other banks subsequently introduced mobile applications into their offer, which resulted in a significant increase in the number of mobile banking customers – 18 million at the end of the second quarter of 2022. While the number of e-banking customers remains stable, the number of users of mobile banking is increasing rapidly. Another important phenomenon is the appearance of the so called ‘mobile only’ group of customers. Their contacts with the bank rely exclusively on a mobile phone, and only in exceptional situations either use e-banking or visit a bank branch. According to market data, in 2022 there were nearly 13 million of such customers [Boczoń, 09.11.2022].

Along with the growing number of e-banking customers, the importance of these channels increased – not only in the ongoing customer service, but also in the sales of banking services and products. It can be observed with one of the most profitable, high-interest products – cash loans for individual customers. In 2019 sales of these loans in e-channels constituted a significant share - 20-40% of all cash loans sales in Polish banks [Frączyk, 12.10.2019]. Market leaders sold more than a half of loans via e-channels [Bank Millenium, 20.10.2019]. In 2022 the number of loans sold via e-channels constituted on average more than 50%, and in case of the most digital banks, nearly 90% [ING Bank Śląski S.A., 4.08.2022].

The growing importance of e-channels significantly influences changes in using payment services by bank customers. More and more often, the customers are replacing cash with cashless instruments – not only paycards, but also mobile and Internet payments [Maison, 2021]. The number of issued paycards in Poland is growing dynamically. According to the data provided by Narodowy Bank Polski, by the end of the second quarter of 2022 banks had issued nearly 44 million of paycards, including 39 million of paycards for individual customers. The largest group are debit cards – 36.7 million, followed by credit cards – 5 million. In the same quarter, individual customers (96% of all transactions) made with paycards over 2.2 billion cashless transactions, worth over 150 billion PLN [NBP, 2022a]. The statistics provided by Narodowy Bank Polski take into account also technological changes. Currently, over 96% of all issued paycards allow contactless payments. At the same time, however, card payments are more and more frequently made in a digital way, i.e. with a mobile phone, or other devices with a tokenized paycard number,
such as watches, wristbands, etc. According to market data, more than 20% of paycards on the Polish market have their digital counterpart in the form of the most popular systems, i.e. Apple Pay, Google Pay or HCE [Sikorski, 26.08.2022]. Also, there is a growing number of alternative forms of payments on the Internet or in physical shops, with BLIK, a solution offered by Polski Standard Płatności ( Polish Payment Standard – PPS) being the best example. In 2022 over 11 million customers used this solution [Sikorski, 24.08.2022]. Just only in the second quarter of 2002 there were made 292 million transactions worth nearly 40 billion PLN. Customers use BLIK mainly on the Internet (57% of all transactions), payment terminals (14%) and for cash deposit and withdrawal (4%) [NBP, 2022b]. The popularity of this method of payment is strictly connected with the growing number of Internet payments, which is closely related to the increase in sales in E-Commerce during the pandemic [PWC, 11.07.2022]. At the end of 2021 the most popular with Polish customers payment methods were BLIK, online transfers (PayBy-Link) and paycards. In the Tpay survey conducted by SW Research Agencja Badań Rynku i Opinii (Market and Opinion Research Agency) 70% of the surveyed chose BLIK as their favourite method of payment. As for the online transfer and paycards the numbers were 38% and 34% respectively. The particular choice of a payment method actually depends on the availability of payment methods in a given Internet shop. However, even then, Polish customers usually will choose payment by BLIK [Tpay, 2022].

1. The increase in cybercrime during the COVID-19 pandemic

The global COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically increased the speed of digital transformation of companies, and had considerable influence on customers’ shopping preferences. Years 2020-2021 brought a rise in the number of customers using mobile banking, and mobile payments such as BLIK. While at the end of 2019 there were 12 million mobile banking users [Związek Banków Polskich, 2020], two years later there were already 16.5 million of them, which meant an almost 40% increase. At the end of the second quarter of 2022 mobile applications had already 18 million users. At the same time, there had been a rise in the number of transactions made by BLIK – from 72 million in the fourth quarter of 2019, to 240 million two years in the same quarter, which meant a 330% increase! A little less spectacular growth occurred in a similar time in case of other Internet payment instruments. The Pay-by-link-like payments had risen by 21% - from 79 million to 96 million transactions, and paycards – 44% - from 33.7 million to 48.8 million transactions. The above given data prove that Polish citizens willingly use modern forms of payments,
which places Poland among the most developed in this matter countries in European Union [Marciniak, 2020].

The development of modern E-banking services and a fast inflow of less experienced customers have contributed to the occurrence of negative phenomena, among which the rapid growth of cybercrime is of the biggest importance. A larger number of users and remote transactions in connection with fast methods of transferring stolen funds led to a rapid increase in the crime rate and attacks on users of digital banking. Those activities increased especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, which is since the beginning of 2020. The fact that transferring stolen funds, cryptocurrencies included, from Poland abroad was very easy also contributed to the situation. According to the data provided by the Police Headquarters, in 2021 there were recorded 14,500 crimes related to e-banking and phishing (art.287 of the Criminal Code). For comparison, in 2020 – the number of them was 6700, in 2019 – 6300, in 2018 – 3600, and in 2017 – 1800. The data from the first three quarters of 2022 indicated a growing tendency (over 15,000), similarly the number of unique cybersecurity incidents recorded by CERT Polska. In 2021 there were recorded 29,500 incidents, in total, which meant 182% growth in comparison to the previous year, whereas by December 2022 the number had reached more than 37,000 [Wittenberg, Rutkowska, 19.12.2022]. The data provided by the Police include exclusively information about ascertained cases, not taking into account those that are still being investigated. Also, not all cases are obligatorily recorded within the e-banking or phishing categories.

The Financial Ombudsman also connected the growing number of crimes related to bank thefts with the COVID-19 pandemic, emphasising it is the most common reason for complaints of financial market customers concerning breaching the Act on Payment Services of 19th August 2011 [Rzecznik Finansowy, 29.07.2021]. It is confirmed by the data regarding the number of complaints to the Financial Ombudsman Service [PAP, 09.09.2021]. The issue of unauthorised transactions frequently appeared in the interventions conducted by the Financial Ombudsman in years 2020-2022. He also pointed out new types of cyber attack, including the problem of customers robbed by means of the ‘Click Loans’ [Rzecznik Finansowy, 20.04.2022]. While a few years ago criminals focused on attacking customers who possessed considerable funds on their accounts, nowadays, due to a rapid technological development, also those customers who have borrowing power fall victims more and more frequently. The Internet or a mobile application makes it possible for a customer or a thief who has stolen their identity, to take out, almost automatically, an even several-thousand loan in just a couple of minutes. Then, the money is quickly transferred out of the bank.
The number of such crimes increased steeply in the years 2021-2022. This is confirmed by the data provided by Narodowy Bank Polski. The explicit conclusion based on the data is that most of them is reported neither to the police, nor to the Financial Ombudsman. It is so despite considerable amounts being stolen. An average worth of a fraudulent transaction was 3670 PLN in the second quarter of 2022, and was 23% higher compared to the previous quarter. According to the statistics collected by NBP, based on the data provided by banks, in the fourth quarter of 2019 there were 3007 fraudulent orders. Two years later, the number of such operations increased four times – to 12,034, reaching the number of over 18,000 in the first quarter of 2022. Similarly to the number of fraudulent transactions, NBP reported a high rise in the worth of such operations - from 12 to 41 million PLN comparing the fourth quarter of 2019 to 2021. The given data does not include fraudulent transactions made by paycards, whose number is significantly higher – over 60,000 operations quarterly. However, in this case, the number remained on a similar level in the years researched, and during the very pandemic period even dropped [NBP, 10.2022]. Nevertheless, the quoted data lead to an explicit conclusion that in this period attacks on E-banking users increased. This data is confirmed by the report published by CSIRT (Computer Security Incident Response Team) operating by the Office of the Polish Financial Supervision Authority. The report states that in 2021 nearly 11,500 Internet domains were identified and marked as dangerous, so that the access to them should be blocked. That number comprised almost 4,000 fake advertisement sites, 3,000 – courier services, over 2,200 – fake investments, over 1,000 – banks, over 300 – fake payment gateways. Besides, there were reported over 900 websites that should be blocked, which were classified as ‘other’ [Boczoń, 13.01.2022].

3. New scenarios of attacks on customers of banks and financial institutions

The growth in the Internet activity of bank customers is used by criminals who constantly work on new methods of attacks. For many years, ‘phishing’ and its various mutations have been the major threat to the users. The notion ‘phishing’ is a combination of two English words – ‘password’ and ‘fishing’, and means tricking someone into giving sensitive data, e.g. passwords. This fraudulent technique is a form of fraud in which an attacker masquerades as a reputable entity. An unaware user is substituted a fake Internet site for the original one, which are deceptively similar. The only difference is the text in the address bar, which is usually imperceptible, especially for those less alert bank customers. Sometimes they differ only in one letter, or one word. A common strategy is making use of similar Internet domains. The fraudsters masquerade as banks
or other reputable entities sending out fake emails to randomly chosen customers. On the pretext of blocking the bank account or an alleged cyber attack on the bank, they request an urgent logging in E-banking. Next, they provide a fake site, where the user enters sensitive logging in data, which are taken over by the fraudsters. Fraud methods evolve, which is influenced mainly by applying new security measures in E-banking. In the first decade of 21\textsuperscript{st} century attackers using phishing asked customers for the login and the password to the account, and a few codes from the card with one-time pass-codes. These data allowed to log in to the system, and transfer money to the provided account. When PSD2 (The Revised Payment Services Directive) came into effect, it practically eliminated this method of authorisation [Deloitte, 20.09.2019]. One-time passcodes from the card of passcodes were replaced by text messages with codes connected with the operation in progress. The next step taken to increase customers’ security was introducing mobile authorisation using the bank mobile application. In both cases, it was a smartphone which became a necessary device to authorise bank operations. This is the reason why currently, more and more attacks on clients are aimed at taking control over a mobile device [Boczoń, 20.01.2019].

The focus on remote attacks on smartphones could be clearly observed during the pandemic, when criminals impersonated official state applications for detecting threats. Analysts of CSIRT (Computer Security Incident Response Team) operating by the Office of the Polish Financial Supervision Authority gave the attack on the mobile application ProteGo Safe as an example. The fake version supposedly was to diagnose the user with the COVID-19 by the means of cough recording. In fact, it was malicious software (malware) Black Rock, which once having been installed on the device, was able to overlay bank applications. Activities like that were targeted at taking over sensitive data entered on the telephone screen [KNF 09.02.2021]. Another example was a website which looked like the official Google Play shop, from which an unaware user could download a fake application ‘Home Quarantine’. The malicious application made use of being given an easy access to the telephone, provided the users with a fake login panel for E-banking [Zagańczyk, 05.02.2021]. The attackers infected a telephone mostly by the means of ‘smishing’ – a mutation of phising. The criminals used text message campaigns to send out links directing to the infected websites. Analysts of CSIRT by the Office of the Polish Financial Supervision gave as an example fake text messages about sending to home quarantine. The sent link redirected the users to the Cerberus Trojan, which infected the telephone. According to cybersecurity experts, smishing attacks became so common due to the fact that users trust text messages received on their phones much more than e-mail messages.
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[Trendmicro, 2022]. Also, it is relatively easier for criminals to obtain a mobile phone number than an e-mail address. The thieves send out text messages to random 9-digit numbers from the Office of Electronic Communications register [UKE, 2022]. The reason why such attacks are so effective is, among others, that 98% users reads text messages, and 45% replies to them. For comparison, in case of e-mails, the numbers are 20%, and 6% respectively [Cote, 4.10.2019]. An attack by a text message may occur in a different form, especially when combined with various sociotechniques. A common form of an attack, resulting in customers’ financial losses, were impersonating courier companies, parcel lockers operators, energy or gas providers, etc. In such cases, criminals requested surcharges for shipment or an electricity bill. Along the links directing to fake websites or infected software, it is common to provide a telephone number to a fake bank representative requesting an urgent contact.

A dangerous variant of ‘smishing’ occurred during the pandemic – tricking victims into handing over money by the means of social media. During the pandemic BLIK frauds became very common. The criminals took over accounts on Facebook, then using the Messenger communicator linked to the account, requested the victim’s friends for an urgent loan. The scammers asked for a BLIK code to withdraw money from an ATM, or having given their telephone number, had the money transferred to their telephone. Another type of massive attacks via social media were attacks on users of advertisement portals, e.g. OLX.pl, Vinted, Allegro Lokalnie. Scammers used a user’s phone number to redirect the chat from official channels to outside communicators, such as, popular in Poland, WhatsApp. Pretending to be interested in goods on sale, they sent out fake links directing to pay for the courier who had been sent by them. In fact, those were fake payment gateways. The templates the victims were provided with had been thoroughly designed, and the cyber criminals came into possession of all the data which had been entered, in real time. [Polijca.pl, 23.09.2021]. Having accessed these date, the criminals made Internet transfers, payments by the victims’ paycards, and even installed on the victims’ behalf mobile applications, which gave them full access to the customer’s finances. In such cases, not only did the customer lose all their money, but also fell victim of a cash loan taken on their behalf. The criminals most commonly used the popular with customers payment system – BLIK. The targeted attack on users of this service may serve as an example. The criminals sent text messages to random numbers informing about an alleged transfer from an unknown receiver, with a link directing to a fake bank website. The receiver of the message, having entered the data, shared sensitive information with cybercriminals, and as a result, lost their money [Konieczny, 31.01.2022].
Another dangerous variant of phishing, which intensified during COVID-19 pandemic, became 'vishing' – voice phishing. It was especially dangerous when combined with the so called 'spoofing' (the proper name of this attack is CallerID Spoofing). The attacks are made by the means of telephone calls when criminals disguise their identity so that it appears that the incoming call is from a financial institution, and the caller is a bank representative. Spoofing is a situation in which a person successfully identifies as another telephone number, including a bank help centre, or even the police. The receiver of the call being convinced they are talking to a bank representative, share with them all sensitive data. This is how the scammers gain information which allows them to log in to the victim's bank account. Another variant of this attack is installing common software for screen sharing. Having installed this type of software, the criminals make their unaware victims perform operations. This kind of cyber attack is extremely dangerous, as spoofing does not require advanced hacker techniques. Assuming identity of another number is possible thanks to numerous Internet portals which, for little fees, give the ability to control the Caller ID on all calls and texts. Even though this type of services has to be paid for, they may be used anonymously, e.g. using crypto-currencies for payments. This way makes it harder for the police to detect the culprits. This problem has become so common, that state institutions in collaboration with the Office of Electronic Communications have taken measures to limit it, drafting a Bill concerning fighting malpractice in electronic communication [KPRM, 12.2022]. The suggested solutions aim to create appropriate laws to take action within preventing malpractices in electronic communication by telecommunication entities, and consequently, limit the scope of the malpractices and ensure security of the attacked users.

The weakness in the infrastructure of telecommunication entities is not the only way used by criminals to rob bank customers. Another example is massive using of automatic advertising systems of the biggest technological companies such as Google and Facebook. According to British banks, as much as 75% of their customers' loss was linked to advertisements displayed on the websites connected with the biggest search engine in the world, advertisements on Facebook, or advertisements on dating or e-commerce portals [Finextra, 25.07.2022]. As a result of no effective action taken by such companies, graphic advertisements using the image of renowned companies, people or media appear on sites of the biggest information portals. In this way, criminals gain a wide range, which could not be accessed in a traditional way. They make use of the image of the medium on which the fake advertisement appears. Automating advertising systems leads to practically no control over the content of the advertisements. However,
both Google and Facebook require their users to report suspicious advertisements, shifting the cost on entities which fell victims to fake advertisements, fake sites, but still keeping the profits gained from publishing this type of advertisements for themselves. Users, misled by fake information spotted on websites of the biggest Internet services in Poland, being convinced they invest in shares or crypto-currencies, lose their money. This type of attacks, besides the sociotechniques used by criminals, may not have worked without the use of tools offered by Google or Facebook in order to reach millions of unaware victims.

4. The increase in the number of attack on state and financial institutions during the period of COVID-19 pandemic

Over the years 2019-2021 the increase in cyber attacks concerned also the government administration, but also corporate customers, banks included. The pandemic resulting in the necessity to organise work online has posed a challenge as for the security, as companies became more vulnerable to cyber attacks. It increased the necessity to implement improvements within crisis management, ensure the continuity of operating, but also increase the funds for cybersecurity. The results of research conducted by the European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA) show that a threat to cybersecurity in European Union has impact on sectors which are crucial for a society. Those who suffered from cyber attacks most were: public administration/ the Government, digital services providers, society in general, healthcare/medicine, and finances/banking [PE, 27.01.2022]. The fast digital transformation, which was enforced by the new situation, triggered new attack vectors. Cybercriminals, taking advantage of the COVID-19 pandemic, targeted particularly at institutions and companies whose employees worked online. According to KPMG – a global network of professional firms providing audit, tax and advisory services, 55% of the surveyed companies in Poland claimed that the outbreak of the pandemic contributed to the increase in the risk of cyber attack. In 2020, as many as 64% of companies had recorded minimum one incident of breaching security. That meant a 10% increase in comparison to the previous year. In the same year 19% companies recorded an increase in cyber attack attempts; whereas only 4% of the surveyed claimed the number had dropped. According to the surveyed, data leak with the use of malware posed the biggest threat, and phishing was placed on a similar level. On the other hand, the least risky cyber threats were: breaking into mobile devices, attacks making use of application errors, and attacks on wireless networks [KPMG, 12.2022]. However, according to the report prepared for Volkswagen Bank GmbH Branch in Poland, as many as 16% of domestic companies had been a target of a cyber attack. Phishing attacks were most frequent – 54%. Ransomware
attacks constituted 7% of total attacks. The consequences of the attacks were listed as: the necessity to suspend the company's operating putting some company processes at halt – 10% of the companies surveyed, data breach or loss – 3%. The remaining 13% chose other answers [PRNews, 18.11.2021]. In case of Polish banks, the most common cyber attack method, especially after the Russian invasion on Ukraine, were DDoS attacks. According to the statistics provided by the Polish Financial Supervision Authority (KNF), the number of such attacks especially increased in 2021 – there were 500% more of them than the year before [Marszycki, 23.02.2022]. In fact, it meant that during this time an average company from the banking-financial sector in Poland was a target of a cyber attack almost one thousand times a week [Duszczyk, 23.02.2022].

According to companies which provide advisory services, from the global perspective, ransomware poses the biggest threat [Morgan, 21.10.2019]. This type of attack is a form of a malware that locks the user out of their files or their device, then demands a payment to restore access. It is estimated that in 2021 global losses caused by ransomware may have reached as much as 20 billion USD.

5. Actions undertaken by banks and state administration in order to decrease the number of cyber attacks

During the COVID-19 pandemic, state administration, including the Polish Financial Supervision Authority and the Office of Competition and Consumer Protection were in charge of the issue of cybersecurity. In February 2021 the Chairman of the Polish Financial Supervision Authority in the letter addressed to the banking sector emphasised that financial services providers are obliged to follow the policy ‘security first’. In fact, it meant that the issue of security was to be given priority over any other issues [Boczoń, 16.02.2021]. While introducing new services, financial institutions should take into consideration current attack tendencies, methods used by cybercriminals, but also potential risks connected with the provider's planned activities, not only in relation to the customers, but also in relation to the potential impact of those activities on the entire sector of banking services.

The KNF Chairman’s letter is an example of the so called ‘soft’ recommendation. Although, unlike recommendations which are issued by the KNF Authority, it was not binding on banks, in fact it is of similar importance. It is a proof of how important the issues of cybersecurity and education are. Most institutions react to new forms of attacks on a day-to-day basis, informing their users by placing appropriate announcements and alerts on their websites. According to KNF, those activities are not sufficient, they do not bring expected effects, which is reflected by the scope of successful attacks on users.
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of bank services, and the level of frauds related. The KNF take the view that banks should not focus on their customers exclusively, but they should rather run a broad campaign connected with cybersecurity [Forsal.pl, 15.02.2021].

In 2021, the President of the Office of Competition and Consumer Protection initiated explanatory proceedings in order to examine how banks deal with customers’ complaints connected with money thefts from bank accounts, and also what authentication methods they use. Eighteen banks were summoned to present explanations and documents related to this type of cases [UOKiK, 19.07.2021]. The reason for this action was a gradually growing number of consumers’ complaints connected with money thefts from accounts, or financial obligations resulting from an identity theft. The customers reported to the Office of Competition and Customer protection problems of losing their savings, and banks rejecting the complaints. The very notifications concerned scammers pretending to be bank Help Line employees, using fake website of the bank, or using spy software in order to obtain data. The explanatory proceedings concerned, in fact all the biggest commercial banks in Poland. The evidence collected over a year allowed to bring a charge of infringing collective interests of consumers against five banks. During the explanatory proceedings, the President of the Office of Competition and Consumer Protection established that banks could have misled their customers responding to complaints concerning unauthorised transactions. It is extremely important, as for infringing collective interests of consumers, the banks may be imposed a fine of up to 10% of its turnover. [UOKiK, 18.07.2022]. At the same time, at the beginning of 2022, the Office of Competition and Consumer Protection launched a countrywide social campaign ‘If you lose your data, you will lose your money!’ It also warned against the attempts of money and data thefts. [UOKiK, 05.12.2022].

Conclusions

During the COVID-19 pandemic cybercrime in Poland significantly increased. This fact is confirmed by the data provided by Narodowy Bank Polski, supported by numerous customers' complaints to the Financial Ombudsman, to the Office of Competition and Consumer Protection, and the number of cases investigated by the police. The analysis of those cases shows a huge dynamic of the crime increase. Banks did not manage to handle the increased number of cyber attacks. It posed a serious challenge, as it is difficult to introduce security measures against new types of attacks, even more because criminals used sociotechniques combined with ‘spoofing’. On the other hand, state institutions, the Polish Financial Supervision Authority included, often took action too late,
and did not take into account the market context. Financial institutions started to put more emphasis on cybersecurity education. However, the growing number of cybercrimes is a proof that the actions taken have not brought the desirable effects. Banks undertook those actions not only because of the growing financial losses, but first and foremost, because of the rising risk of reputation loss, including the rise in image risk, the rise in operation risk and the rise in legal risk.
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